Special horse containers:

**More comfort for your horses.**

- Premium horse containers developed with container specialists VRR Aviation
- Room for up to 3 horses per container
- Plenty of space to the side for stress-free travel
- Particularly wide ramp to facilitate loading
- Brightly colored interior to ease horses’ fear of a “dark box”
- Slidable partitions at the top of the separating walls prevent the animals from seeing each other
- Large windows in the cover provide fresh air

Simply safe containers:

**Fast handling and more safety.**

- Better protection against injury, heat and cold: Innovative plastics are used in the interior instead of aluminum
- Particularly safe floor: Stable, non-slip flooring guarantees optimal footing and makes loading safer
- Easy handling: Automatic roll-up covers at the front and rear make loading faster
Live:
Species-appropriate, reliable transportation for horses.

For more than 30 years, we have provided fast, tailored and safe animal transport in our global network. Whether it’s a sport horse, the next generation of talent or a recreational horse: when using our Live service, you can feel safe in the knowledge that the handling, care and transportation processes are all tailored to the special needs of the species.

Our reliable MD-11 and Boeing 777 cargo aircraft, special horse containers and the exclusive Frankfurt Animal Lounge ensure that your horses will be relaxed on arrival. It is even possible to transport several dozen show horses on one flight.

Creature comforts:
Welcome to the Frankfurt Animal Lounge.

- World’s most modern animal station measuring 4,000 m² at our Frankfurt hub
- Team of trained staff and animal keepers guarantees 24-hour care
- Handling, animal coordination and veterinary services under one roof
- Video-monitored around the clock, access restricted to authorized personnel
- Import, export and transit zones physically separated from each other, plus visual and acoustic separation within zones
- Non-slip asphalt floors, which is more pleasant for horses than concrete
- 42 stalls can be flexibly adapted to each animal’s needs – up to 28 m² of personal space per horse
- Highest standards in terms of hygiene, dust-free sawdust and quality of hay
- Comfortable waiting lounge for grooms

Perfect care, constant information:
Comprehensive support, care and communication.

- Reliable service from a single source thanks to a specially trained team, including 24/7 support
- Continuous monitoring including documentation of the entire transport chain
- Constant traceability thanks to eTracking
- Direct, proactive information in the event of irregularities

Interested?
If you are a freight forwarder, you can simply book Live by contacting the Lufthansa Cargo Service Center. If you are a private individual, please contact a freight forwarder or find the one that is right for you at animals.lufthansa-cargo.com

For more information on our product visit: lufthansa-cargo.com/live Any questions? Our experts are happy to help you: horses.lufthansa-cargo@dlh.de